Napomena: Test EJA1: Y jeste jedan primer ispitnog testa za vežbu i ne obuhvata celokupno gradivo.

EJA1 –Y
I Fill in the form
Name and Surname:.................................................. Student’s booklet:..............................
Address & Postal Code............................................................................................................
Fluent in..................................................... Date ..................................................................
II Fill in the blanks using, where appropriate, either the Present Perfect or Past Simple Tense.
The Travel Bookshop made famous by the film Notting Hill1 _________ recently _________(hold)
a closing down sale . It2 _________(be) the inspiration for the 1999 romantic comedy Notting Hill,
in which its clumsy owner, Hugh Grant,3 ____________(meet) and 4_________(fall) in love with
a famous film actress played by Julia Roberts. Over the years, the bookshop which formed the
background for the romantic comedy5_________________(become) one of London’s popular
tourist attractions. Although, a group of writers6______________(offer) to work for free to save
the cult store, it7 _______________(turn out) on Monday that its real-life owners will stop
trading after 32 years in this business.
III Paraphrase the questions so that they sound more polite.
1.’How long has he been waiting for me?’
I wonder________________________________________________________.
2. ‘Does she like Thai food?’
I’m not sure______________________________________________________.
IV

Put the verbs in brackets into an appropriate tense to express future:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What time __________________________________ (the London, arrive)? – At noon.
This time next week we_______________________(lie) on the beaches of the Adriatic.
I can’t attend the meeting because I __________________(leave) for Rome in the afternoon.
A: I don’t know how to use this camera. – B: It is easy. I ________________(show) you.
Sue and Tina have decide to have a party. They _____________________(invite) a lot of
people.

V - Make suggestions by using the prompts in the brackets.
1. Where can I take my children while we are in Sydney? (Bondi Beach/ Maritime Museum)
You should___________________________________________________________
2. I’d like to see a bit of the city but I haven’t got much time. (bus tour / 2 hours)
Have you ___________________________________________________________
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VI Complete the text by inserting the words related to travelling by train/rail.
To those dedicated to travelling in style, it is the ultimate 1 j____________-and surely the most
romantic. Before I even2 g_____o___ the train, all the staff are lined up outside. My3
c________________ is a jewel-box of comfort in art deco style. It is impossible to overdress on
the Orient-Express in one of three vintage4 r_______________ c________ or even at breakfast in
the self-service5 b______________. While we dine, stewards convert our compartment into6
c____________ with7 b___________ b_________ reached by a velvet-covered ladder. This is
simply the slow track of exquisite luxury, comfort and fine dining.
VII Find the suitable terms to fill in the gaps of the following sentences.
1.

If you are keen on walking you can go ________________ in Nepal.

2.

Leaving London, you will travel to the Channel port for your short ferry ____________
and you will join your tour on the continent.

3.

Our travel agent will check___________________for you to see if there are any vacancies.

4.

Supplement for hotel food is expensive, so we always go ___________________ and
prepare your own meals.

5.

_____________________ is the time of year when people do not usually go for a holiday.

VIII Choose the most appropriate term to complete the sentences.
TOUR OPERATER, CONCIERGE, TREKKING, RED CHANNEL, HOLIDAYMAKER,
PEDESTRIAN ZONE, GREEN CHANNEL, COBBLED STREET, CURATOR, SELF-CATERING
1. If you like adventure and you are keen on walking you can go ________________ in Nepal.
2. _________________ ________________ is a person who creates and manages package tours.
3. Knez Mihajlova ____________________ _____________ is a car-free area used only for
walking or cycling.
4. If passengers have nothing to declare at the customs, they go through the ___________
_____________.
5. The ____________________ of the museum is planning a big new exhibition for next spring.

